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Why to assign a course?
.


Assigning a course will prompt users to take the course

This will help the course creator to match assignees with a set of new skills
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How does the assignment work?
Once a course is assigned the course attendees will recieve an email notifcation
with the following details:
Course Creato
Course Titl
Course Lin
Due Date ( if set
Assignment Message( if added)
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What are the different types of assignment?
Smart Courses for Confluence provides two types of course assignment:
Smart Courses for Confluence provides two types of course assignments:

New assignement

Continuous assignment

The new assignment feature is designed to add “ new assignees” to the
course, whereas the continuous assignment is permanent; the course will be
automatically assigned to users once they join the assigned groups. 


How to set an assignement reminder?
*
Assignment rules can be set on 3 levels :

Level

1: Globally

Level

2: Per Space

Level 3

*

: Per Course

When the multiple assignment reminder configurations are set on multiple levels, the
lowest one overrides the rest.

By default, If the course is not completed, a reminder is sent once per day for
the five days preceding the due date. 


You can customize the assignment rules: when to start sending the reminder
and how often?

Assignment reminder

Reminder rules

For how many days?

The reminder will be sent

X days before the due
date.

Assignment message

How many times?

The reminder will be
automatically scheduled
based on the number of
days before the due date.

Who can set assignment reminders?
,

As mentioned above the assignment can be set on 3 different levels:

Globally

Per space

Per Course

Confluence admin

*

Smart Courses admin
Space admin
Course contributors

*

(Unless) the Smart Courses admin does not have the appropriate permissons.
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